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economic growth in this global human society is necessary when many are still living in poverty, but growth traditionally requires
increased access to natural resources. This creates a dilemma, as many of the natural resources human societies are dependent
upon ar
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Using first principles of evolution and ecology to
understand the large-scale distributions in time and
space of life on Earth in light of past, present and
future climate change

Life on Earth - addressing the big questions
- Research at the Center for Macroecology, Evolution and Climate (CMEC)

Life on this planet is virtually unknown. 1.7 million species are described but, for each of these, there are nine
unknown species awaiting discovery. From the species we recognize, however, we know that life on Earth is
diverse and shows dramatic patterns of variation in space and time. Researchers at CMEC combine knowledge
of the ecology of species, the geography and geology of Earth, climatology, and recent advances in molecular
techniques that allow us to describe organisms’ genetics and evolutionary history to take on the “holy grail”
question of biology:
What are the fundamental evolutionary and ecological principles and processes
that generated the complex pattern of the distribution of life on Earth?
The aim of CMEC is to elucidate biology’s “laws of nature” by focusing on the four main processes influencing
life: the origin and birth of species (speciation), the dispersal of species (movement), the persistence of species
through interaction with other species (maintainance) and the disappearance of species (extinction). This
research can help society address two of the most pressing challenges of our time: 1) how to combat the ongoing
global mass extinction of species and 2) how to predict the effect of global climate change on biological diversity.
CMEC is funded by the Danish National Research Foundation with co-funding from the two host universities.

Carsten Rahbek
Professor, University of Copenhagen
Center Leader
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The Biodiversity research challenge
The complexity of processes interacting over millions of years leads to myriad possible synergies and
outcomes. Thus, identifying causality in biodiversity distributions becomes a daunting task. Researchers at CMEC have assembled some of the world’s
largest collections of contemporary distributional
data. These data are used to reconcile over 120 different hypotheses that, thus far, have been proposed
to explain patterns of diversity.

CMEC research is built up around 10 different
themes which are introduced on the following pages.
Synergies emerging from juxtaposition of the many
competences represented at CMEC are cultivated by
ensuring that every team member works in at least
two different themes and that no two themes have
exactly the same composition of personnel.
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Combining new data – and cutting-edge tools
In addition to using existing data, CMEC also collects new primary data
through extensive field work across the globe and hard work in the lab.
Enormous data sets are analyzed using modern DNA-techniques, novel
macroecological predictive and null models, new climate-change ensemble forecast models of species distributions, and powerful bioinformatics tools as well as statistics.
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By bringing together marine and terrestrial researchers, CMEC aims for
a truly holistic approach to understand how major geophysical and oceanic processes act together to shape the distribution of life on Earth.
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Retreat, reward and research
Once a year, all PhD students and post-docs are invited to a
week-long retreat far away from the daily life at CMEC, together
with the Center Leader and some of the senior researchers. In
addition to the team-building that comes from living together
in a new environment, the young researchers gain experience in presenting their research for others and
get feedback on their ideas from the other
retreat participants. New ideas for collaborative research projects always
emerge from these retreats.

Mentoring new talent
CMEC purposely tries to recruit post-docs who have
recently completed their PhDs. Together with the
PhD students, these young post-docs are CMEC’s
greatest asset. The Center’s well developed international network is actively used in the training of
these young researchers – both through the presence
of international scientists at the Center itself, and
through visits by the younger researchers in foreign
labs. CMEC has an active seminar program and all

PhD and Post-docs are expected to follow a training
course in research leadership offered by the Center
and to participate in internal discussion workshops
with a focus on research ethics.
At present, women represent a minority of the
CMEC research team. Therefore, special meetings
are held with this group alone, where the challenges
of belonging to a minority group are explored.
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A top-down approach to biology
- The Macroecology & Macroevolution theme

Organisms have traditionally been studied at the level
of the individual or as populations but, in order to
understand the primary processes that control the
distribution of life on Earth, a higher level approach
is needed.
CMEC does this by focusing on the distribution of
populations and geographical ranges of species at

large geographical scales (continental to global) or
by analyzing many community samples from across
vast geographical space.
Thus, CMEC uses observed natural variation to disentangle processes from patterns and to identify general mechanisms or “ecological laws”.

Why do species live together?
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To provide new insights into these processes, CMEC researchers, in collaboration with American colleagues, compiled
data on the species composition of ant communities from all over
North America. By combining data on regional climate and species’ ancestral relationships, the study revealed that adaptations
to cold and dry climatic conditions and random chance both play
a role in shaping ecological communities.
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What determines which species coexist in ecological communities? The species that make up these
communities are a subset of those that are
found close enough to a community to be able
to colonize it. Therefore, a central aim of macroecological research is to identify and quantify the processes that control the sorting of
species from regional species pools into local
communities.

Nature across borders
- The Movement & Dispersal theme

Dispersal and movement are fundamental processes
influencing the distribution of life on Earth but they
are inherently difficult to observe as movements can
occur over long distances and dispersal often occurs
over long time scales.
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Our current ability to predict dispersal in climate
change models focusing on multiple species is so

limited that we generally assume either full dispersal or no dispersal at all. The increasing appreciation of the importance of dispersal and movement
on patterns of biodiversity has recently manifested
itself in a new emerging research field, coined movement ecology. Research within this theme focuses on
being able to track individuals globally with a strong
emphasis on long-distance migrations in birds.
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Being able to track the migration of small bird migrants while
they engage in ﬂights of thousands of kilometers is a dream of
CMEC; A dream that might not be far off due to a collaboration
with the Danish Technical University aimed at launching a small
satellite (DTUsat) to track migrations.
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The satellite is expected to be launched in 2012. CMEC is also
among the leading partners in a major project where it is planned
that an astronaut will mount an antenna on the International
Space Station through the European Space Agency. This antenna
will pick up the weak radio signal from even the smallest birds.
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So much under the surface
- The Oceanography
& Macroecology theme

- The Marine populations
& Macroecology theme

CMEC’s Oceanography and Macroecology theme
focuses on plankton. Because of their small size,
these organisms cannot use friction in the same
manner as larger organisms to move and to catch
their prey. Thus, they warrant study in a dedicated theme but the overall aim of both of the marine
themes is to describe the factors controlling the temporal and spatial distribution of life in the ocean.

The Marine Populations and Macroecology theme
focuses primarily on fishes, benthic macroinvertebrates and marine mammals, i.e. organisms that
are either firmly anchored to the substrate or able
to control their own position in the water column
relative to ocean currents A question that dominates
both of the marine themes is how climate change
will affect ocean food webs as well as the abundance,
diversity and distribution of organisms in the ocean.

Cod and Climate Change
Temperature variations in the North Atlantic have a significant impact
on the maximum reproductive rates in cod. However, the effect of temperature does not follow a simple linear relationship. In the northern,
cold regions, cod reproduction will benefit from warmer water, while
populations in the southern, warmer regions suffer detrimental loss with
increased temperatures. CMEC researchers gain knowledge on local responses to environmental variations to help stakeholders forecast how
populations and species will be affected by climate change.
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The discipline of Macroecology has largely emerged from studies of land-based organisms, but
the ocean covers 71% of the Earth’s surface. CMEC is addressing whether large-scale patterns of
biodiversity and diversification in the sea share common forcing processes with those on land.

From mountain top to the ocean deep
- The Mountains & Ocean theme

Research projects are being conducted that systematically analyze the external drivers that may be
particularly important in creating these biodiversity hotspots. These potentially important drivers
include the thermal inertia of the oceans and the
long-term stability of certain oceanic currents.

Increase in biodiversity

The world’s most prominent biodiversity hotspots
are located in tropical mountains. To date, scientists have not been able to understand why it is that
some – but not all – mountains are so important
for the evolution and survival of species. A special
theme within CMEC aims to understand what it is
that has created these mountainous “cradles of life”.

What factors control the global distribution pattern of the
world’s 10,000 bird species – and why are most of Earth’s biodiversity hotspots located in tropical mountain regions?
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Unraveling distributions with genetic trees
- The Biogeography & Phylogenies theme

The evolutionary history of organisms can be an
important tool in understanding the historical
components of large-scale contemporary variation
in biodiversity. Research in this theme focuses on
developing phylogenetic datasets that are tailored
to anwering specific questions being addressed in
CMEC.

Bird history
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One-third of all 40,000 known species of spiders are orb weavers.
Researchers in CMEC have
used DNA to study the evolution and diversification of
the group. The results provide evidence that the orb
weavers appeared by the
Middle Triassic (240 million
years ago). A combination
of biotic factors such as key
innovations in web design
and silk composition as well
as environmental changes may
have played important roles in the diversification of orb weavers.
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CMEC research takes full advantage of robust phylogenies and novel statistical models of speciation and
extinction to elucidate how historical biogeography and
macroecology have inﬂuenced speciation and extinction
to shape the contemporary distribution of a wide range
of birds.

Web design through time

Artist: Jon Fjeldså

A lineage
through
time
(LTT)
plot provides a
visually appealing
summary of the evolutionary path of a group
of organisms originating
from a single ancestor over
time. The majority of LTT plots,
thus far, suggest an early speciation
burst followed by a decline in rate.
This pattern is generally interpreted as
evidence for an initial opening up of new
adaptive zones (ecological opportunity), followed by successive filling of niche space.
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Preserving wildlife and habitats
- The Conservation and Biodiversity theme

Conservation science is a broad discipline that covers all aspects of understanding how species, habitats and ecosystem services are changing in a world
increasingly dominated by humans and their lifesupport requirements. Through this theme, CMEC
provides guidance based on the newest scientific
research to societal decision-makers and NGOs
addressing issues relating to biodiversity. A senior
research position in Conservation Biology focusing
on Danish nature is supported is supported by Aage
V. Jensen Nature Foundation, a private fund devoted
to the protection of nature.
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Hands-on field biology
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Good conservation biologists need first-hand experience
in the field to understand the constraints and challenges
in nature protection. CMEC encourages and guides biology students in various field projects researching different
aspects of species biology, ecology, animal behavior, etc.
because biologists with hands-on field experience become
the best decision-makers in nature management after
completing their studies.
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Contributing to international
conservation politics
The rapid loss of species and degradation of ecosystems,
i.e. the “biodiversity crisis”, is arguably a greater threat
to the continued development of human societies than
global climate change.
CMEC scientists contribute to finding solutions to this crisis by joining the international discourse between practitioners, decision makers and politicians. Currently, CMEC
is very engaged in the process of establishing the new
Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES).

Valuing priceless nature
- The Socioeconomics & Biodiversity theme

Traditionally, economic development and nature
conservation have been seen as being in direct conflict with one another. However, as recognition
grows for the value of the ecosystem services provided by biodiversity for human societies and the
threat that human activities pose for biodiversity
and ecosystem services, it becomes ever clearer that

social and economic development and nature are
intimately intertwined. In CMEC, research is aimed
at understanding and quantifying the socio-economic relationships between human societies and
nature. Environmental economics and decision theory are combined to evaluate and design strategies
for the management of biodiversity and ecosystem
services.

What is it worth?
Climate change is affecting the distribution of life on Earth and will put pressure on conservation
and investments in maintaining suitable conditions for species we as a society want to protect.
Research at CMEC is examining whether the public is prepared to pay for this. Is the public more
willing to support the preservation of currently native bird species than species immigrating to new
areas due to climate change? Is public support related to the current conservation status of the
species, not only on a local scale but also on a global scale? Answers to these and related questions
have huge implications for monetary investments and social welfare.
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Biodiversity and habitats in transition
- The Climate Change theme

As the impact of human activities on Earth System
function increases, living conditions for all species
on Earth change. A human modification of habitat
occurring at the global level is climate change, and it
is happening at a much faster rate than species have
been exposed to during most of their evolutionary
history.

This theme deals with exploring how climate change
and other anthropogenic influences can be expected
to impact the future of biodiversity, how they interact with the natural factors controlling the distribution of life on Earth and how society best can
support the species most challenged by the human
impact on their habitats.

Amphibians are among the most highly threatened animal groups worldwide. CMEC researchers have provided the first global map describing
the relative importance in different regions of
the greatest threats to amphibians: climate
change, land-use change, and the fungal
disease chytridiomycosis.
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The threats do not necessarily appear in
the same areas but, most worryingly, areas of high amphibian diversity show overlap with high threat intensity. Interestingly,
the climate change threat appears greatest
around the tropics where temperature changes
are predicted to be relatively small.

Increase in threat

First insights on frogs’ future

Using the past to predict the future
- The Phylogeography & Extinction theme

Global environmental change challenges organisms
at the levels of individuals, populations, and species, and can potentially lead to a heightened extinction risk. Being able to make predictions about how
environmental changes will influence biodiversity
is critical for developing pro-active conservation
policies. Research within this theme aims at gaining
more mechanistic insights into the dynamics and
the drivers of extinctions and population structures
through analyzing past and current population
dynamics and extinction processes.

Why aren’t there mammoths today?
Just a few thousand years ago, nowextinct mammals such as the
woolly rhino and the
woolly mammoth lived
across the Northern
Hemisphere. Why they
became extinct is an unresolved mystery. Researchers
from CMEC led a collaborative study with the Center for
Geogenetics, also based at the
University of Copenhagen, which
showed that each species responded in its own way to the climate
changes and human impacts occurring
over the last 50,000 years.
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Climate change drove changes in megafauna population sizes during the Late
Quaternary. When the planet warmed, some
cold-adapted species vanished but others (i.e.
reindeer and musk ox) survived. The challenge
now is to unveil why some species but not others
went extinct.
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The Center for Macroecolgy, Evolution and Climate (CMEC) integrates terrestrial and
marine research in a cross-disciplinary program addressing fundamental questions on
the origin, maintenance, conservation and future of life and biological diversity on Earth.

CMEC juxtaposes 16 senior scientists representing the fields of macroecology, historical biogeography, oceanography, evolutionary biology, ecology, population biology, climate change research,
conservation biology and environmental economics from the Faculty of Science (University of
Copenhagen) and the National Institute of Aquatic Resources (Technical University of Denmark).

www.macroecology.ku.dk

The scientists work closely together with an exceptional cohort of approximately 30 post-docs and PhD
students from around the world. The CMEC team is recogized internationally as being at the forefront of
its field and includes members from more than 15 different countries.
CMEC is always on the look-out for potential new team members. The Center supports and hosts Marie
Curie applicants as well as others bringing their own funding. In addition, CMEC has an attractive sabbatical program for visiting senior scientists.
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